
Result Personality Email
Posted by zenbaliwebmaster - 2020/04/20 06:58
_____________________________________

Hi,

Is possible to send the results of quiz personality to admin email? I was to try at ARI Stream Quiz - Settings >> Tab
GENERAL >> Configure e-mail parameters : 

From e-mail : reservation@oneworldayurveda.com
From name : Oneworld Ayurveda

But we haven't to receive the mail result.

Thank you

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by zenbaliwebmaster - 2020/04/21 03:45
_____________________________________

Hi,

Is plugin only sending the result to email user?

Thank you.

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by admin - 2020/04/21 14:25
_____________________________________

Hello,

The plugin sends email to quiz takers. Administrators can see results on "ARI Stream Quiz -> Results" page.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by zenbaliwebmaster - 2020/04/23 00:41
_____________________________________

Hi,

How about if I add BCC to send email? if it possible, please tell me where is a file of function sending email to add the
BCC.

Thanks

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by admin - 2020/04/23 05:17
_____________________________________

See send_mail() method in /includes/entities/class-quiz.php file.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by zenbaliwebmaster - 2020/04/27 03:30
_____________________________________

Hi I was try to add a script on this section:

public function send_mail( $email, $quiz_results ) {
        if ( empty( $email ) )
            return false;

        $subject = $this->compose_mail_subject( $this->quiz_meta->send_mail->subject, $quiz_results );
        $body = $this->compose_mail_body( $this->quiz_meta->send_mail->template, $quiz_results );
        $options = array(
            'from' => Settings::get_option( 'mail_from' ),

            'from_name' => Settings::get_option( 'mail_from_name' ),


            'reply-to' => 'email@email.com',

            'bcc' => 'email@email.com',


        );


        return Mail::send( $email, $subject, $body, $options );
    }

But is not working for sending to bcc.
Any solution?
Thank you

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by sallyf - 2021/03/25 02:25
_____________________________________

Hey all! 

Has anyone found a solution to this?

I would also like the results to be bcc'd to my admin email (at the moment it is only to the users, but I would like their
percentage results too).

Can anyone help?

Many thanks

============================================================================

Re:Result Personality Email
Posted by hdhd - 2021/10/12 15:45
_____________________________________

I've been trying to solve this as well. No luck!

Does anyone know a way to hard code the bcc?

============================================================================
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